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Abstract--The process of absorption of particles by the surface of a bubble in a melt is consid- 
ered. The particles are also in the melt. Besides the particles, the melt also contains a surfactant 
which is adsorbed on the particles and on the surface of the bubble. There occurs an interaction 
which causes the particles to move towards the surface of the bubble. It is shown that  during 
the movement of the bubble boundary the absorption of particles is determined by the parameter 
= 16m2eco/(Dwo(2k2)R which depends on the velocity of motion of the bubble boundary 
and on a parameter which does not depend on the velocity of motion of the boundary eco/D. The 
parameters are as follows: 
m is the mass of a particle 
is the area of a particle 
k is a coefficient which determines the adsorption properties of the particle surface 
D is the diffusion coefficient of the surfactant in the melt 
Wo = 2D/31ra 
a is a characteristic size of a particle 
• = (kvTRg/rn 
T is the temperature 
Rg is the gas constant 
v is the characteristic time of Stokes' attenuation of a particle in the melt. 
At small values of A the solution is close to that of the previous investigation [1], if a small 
correction to the flux of particles onto the bubble surface is introduced. At large values of A and 
positive velocities of the bubble-melt interface, a characteristic flux ,/~Jo can be distinguished which 
characterizes the running of the boundary on particles. It turns out that at eco/D > 1, the flux TWo > 
/~Jo. If the condition eco/D < 1 is fulfilled, the flux of particles onto the bubble surface Wo </~Jo.  
In both cases the maximal value of the flux is on the bubble boundary. 
When the velocities of the boundary are negative, an interesting result is obtained at A > 1. 
Here we consider two cases. At eco/D < 1 the flux is maximal near the surface of the bubble and 
increases exponentially in time. Strong absorption of particles in the area near the bubble boundary 
takes place. At eco/D > 1 an N-wave is formed: the flux is maximum near the bubble boundary, 
and behind this area there is a trough. All this construction moves towards the bubble surface. We 
can say that an extremely strong dependence of the absorption regimes on parameters of the system 
and the velocity of the interface is a characteristic feature of the particle absorption at the moving 
interface. ~) 1999 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved. 
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1. EQUATIONS WHICH GOVERN THE BEHAVIOR 
OF THE SURFACTANT AT THE MOVING BUBBLE BOUNDARY 
Equations for the concentration c of a surfactant dissolved in a melt surrounding an isolated gas 
bubble were obtained in [1] 
-~ = -~ '~ r2 \ 2m Or V w + 
~+'~rOJ 1 cO (r2jwr) = O, (1) 
{ ¢k ..~.cOc ) 
w = ~,~~,0 ,0  = (~r,0,0)  = ( -~,0 ,0 ) .  
In (1) J is the concentration f small particles in the melt which adsorb the surfactant at their 
surface; -w  is the radial velocity of particles; D is the diffusion coefficient of the surfactant in 
the melt; the notation used for constants can be found in [1]. In the above-mentioned paper the 
equations (1) were found to describe the motion of particles onto the bubble surface. It was also 
found that the self-consistent motion of particles and variation of the surfactant concentration 
described by these equations can effectively purify the melt from small particles of the A1203 
type. 
In real hydrodynamic systems which contain many particles the radii vary in time in the 
process of convective motion of the medium filled with bubbles. This is why equations (1) must 
be analyzed under time variation of the bubble radius. It will be considered that the radius 
variation rate is a constant which can vary only as a result of large-scale hydrodynamic motion of 
the bubble medium. In the consideration of the processes near the bubble boundary we introduce 
a spatial variable 
r = R(t )  + y, 
which reckons the distance from the bubble surface and makes it possible to take into account 
the radius variation directly in differential equations. 
In the variables (y, t) the boundary = 0 is at rest and we have a problem with immobile 
boundaries 
cOc n :s o_ cOc) 
cOy cOy \ 2.~ cOy V ~ + ~ ' (2) 
y > 0, /~(t) = const. 
Equation (2) is valid in the approximation that the bubble boundary is locally plane. The 
steady-state r gime of particle absorption by the bubble surface is described by the equations 
N t<-Nc V  + N+sc) =0, 
(a) 
cOc 
2*L  
L'~rTIT, y > O. 
y m 
Integrating (3) in the absence of external actions on the concentration field, we obtain the non- 
linear differential equation 
ik  ~- -  cO en  
2m ~/WoC~-~c (wl/2)-{-w=--~c. 
It is convenient to transform it by the substitution 
w \4rn /  w°cp2 
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to the equation 
a~ ~° 2 16m2~/~ 
2C~c + = DWo~2k2C. 
Nonlinear substitution of the function 
2c au 
~o= u Oc 
leads to the linear equation of the second order 
02u ~t$ 4m2eR 
c~c2 + Oc Dwo~2k 2 u = O. (4) 
Finally, transformation f the independent variable 
Dwo¢2k 2
c = c.~ 2, c, = 16m2e] ~
leads to the Bessel equation 
O2u 10u 
02 ~ -~- ~-~ - u -~ 0. (5) 
The general solution to equation (5) is expressed in terms of the Bessel functions of the imaginary 
argument 
u -- Cllo(~) + C2go(~) 
and makes it possible to obtain the integral of equation (2) 
0c R c 2 ]i rcli1 ( cv/~c:./- C2K1 (~ ' )  ] 2 
# # The integral (6) contains an arbitrary constant 2/1, which should be determined from the condi- 
tion [1] 
0c Wo¢2k 2 1 
lira - -  = . (7) 
11...,o Oy 4m 2~ In 2 (c/co) 
Using the following asymptotic expressions ofthe Bessel functions at small values of the argument 
( x ) x 2 1+.  
- -  ' ° l go(x)=Io(x)  - ln~-Ce  +~-+'" i  g l (x )= x 
x 2 x 
Io(x) = 1 +--~ +. . .  , Ii(x) = ~ +. . .  , Ce = 0.577, 
we obtain from (6) 
rim --Oc = ]~ (C21Ci)2c.  
R-,o ay D[_I+(C2/C1)(_ In(2v~.)+Ce)+(C21(2C1)) lnc]  2" 
If we choose the relation C2/C1 from the condition 
C2 [C. - In  (2V'%':)] = C2 
1 - ~11 ~11 In v/~o, (8) 
we obtain the equality 
lim --Oc = Wo¢2k 2 1 
R--.o Oy 4m 26 In 2 (C/Co)' 
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which coincides with formula (7). This fact makes it possible to introduce the constant by 
equality (8) and also illustrates the passage to the limit of [1]. From (8), we have the following 
expression for the constant of integration: 
C = C2 1 , A = co 16m2¢/~co 
c-7 = co +In ((1/2) ~v~7-~=) c_ = mwo¢2k2 • (9) 
The passage to the limit determines co = c(y : 0). Thus, the integral of equation (2) has the 
following form: 
- -=  ~c  - - -  , (lO) 
+C,<o (
where C is determined by expression (9). 
2. FLUX OF  PART ICLES ONTO THE BUBBLE AT  SMALL  
POSIT IVE  VELOCIT IES  OF  THE BOUNDARY (A << 1) 
Equation (10) admits integration in two limiting situations: at small and large values of the 
parameter 
A = 16m(vRT)coR 
Dwo(k ' 
which is related to the velocity of the boundary. At A << 1, the right-hand side of expression (10) 
is simplified 
O / c'~ 4.R 1 
(11) 
@y ~o = AD ((A/2) (c/co) - In (clco)) 2" 
Formula (11) is a good approximation for A _< 0.7. At 0.7 _< A _< 1, there is a qualitative 
agreement. Integrating (11) in the domain of surfactant concentration values c ~ co, we obtain 
a generalization f formula (31) from [1] 
c = 1 + A / 12/~ A3) 1/3 
co "2" - tD-~ y + ~-_  (12) 
A wave of concentration of particles moving towards the bubble which is described by the 
equation from (1) 
0 (r2J)0t + (r2Jwr) = 0 
corresponds tothe stea~ly-state concentration distribution (12) at small velocities of the boundary. 
Let us define A(r) by the relation 
j = A(~) 
r2 • 
To determine A in the main order with respect to I /r ,  we use the approximation that the melt- 
bubble interface is plane: 
OA ROA 0 CAw) =0. (13) 
Ot Oy Oy 
To solve equation (13), we choose the concentration 
c = c ( t ,  ~) 
as an independent variable. 
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In the new variables (t, c), equation (13) takes the form 
OA (i~ + ] -~caA = _Aw~_gc .Ow (14) e---~ + w w/ 
In accordance with the theory of partial differential equations of the first order, equation (14) 
corresponds to a system of ordinary differential equations 
dt dc dA 
or 
dt e 
d__AA = A~ (15) 
dc R + w(c)" 
Two integrals of system (15) are evident 
dc t const i = 
const2 : A (w + ]~) . 
The general integral of (14) is expressed in terms of an arbitrary function @ 
A= i/~(I)(~- S dc .) 1 ( S d. ) 
w+ w(w~/~) =w+/~@ y+Rt+e -~-~ . (16) 
Formula (16) is the general solution to the equation of particle transport (14). For small velocities 
of the boundary/~ from (11), we have 
~2k2wo 1 ~2k2wo 1 
W = 4m 2 ((A/2) (C/Co) - In(c/Co)) 2 "" 4m 2 ((A/2) + 1 -- (C/Co)) 2" (17) 
This relation which is valid at small 1 - C/Co makes it possible to express the integral from (16) 
in an explicit form 
Expanding the obtained expression near the bubble boundary, we obtain 
y+e - 
~) ~- R 5¢2k2w ° "~-~y + . (19) 
Formulas (17) and (19) make it possible to write 
J = (20/ 
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The unknown function • is determined from the condition 
J(t = O) = Jo. (21) 
If we introduce a variable 
0 ---~ 5~2k2woR -~-y  Jr- - , 
the form of the function ¢ is determined by the relation 
2 
+ __¢2k2w° 1 ] (22) 
x 
4m2 / ' ~ A  ) \ m.Da v+(A/2)  6 2/5 " J 
If we assume in formula (20) that 
and use formulas (20) and (21), we obtain the solution of the second equation from system (1) 
in the main order with respect o A 
j = [Ro + y. t/t. + (y/y. + Az/8) 5/a 3/5 _ (A3/8) 
3"0 [ Ro+ Rt+y 
+ w, t/t. + (y/y, + Az/8) 5/z] ~2/~ 
× 
n-  w. (y/y, + A3/8) -2/3 
Here 
DAm 2 DA Wo~2k 2 
t. 5~2k2woiq, Y* 12R' w .= 4m 2 . (23) 
Formula (23) gives a good approximation up to A < 0.7. In the range 0.7 _< A < 1, we have 
a qualitative agreement. As we have the density of particles, we calculate the flux of particles 
W = ( -W,  0, 0) = Jw  on to the bubble surface 
W(y=O) = '2k2w° J° ( R° + Y" [((t/t') + (A/2)s)3/S- (A3/8)] ) Ro + f~t 
+ (tit. + -2/5 (24) 
× 
RA2/4 + w. 
Formula (24) generalizes a result of [1] with a small correction. The passage to the limit at 
small A is evident. 
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3. FLUX OF  PARTICLES ONTO THE BUBBLE SURFACE 
AT  H IGH POSITIVE VELOCIT IES 
OF  THE BUBBLE BOUNDARY (A >> 1) 
To calculate the flux of particles onto the bubble surface in the approximation A >> 1, we use 
in (10) the main term of expansion of the Bessel functions in terms of the argument V/cA-/co. 
The known asymptotic properties of the Bessel functions of imaginary argument make it possible, 
at A >> 1, to write (10) in the following form: 
0c R 
- -  
The solution of this equation 
determines the velocity of particles and the interface 
w = y exp - y . 
The last two formulas make it possible to calculate the expression 
R+w=-~ -~-exp - y - ln  14  . (25) 
For real processes [1], the coefficient eco/D ,~ 105, and in the vicinity of the bubble boundary it 
can be expected that (eco/D)exp(-(R/D)y) is large. In any case for 
DIn e Co (26) 
Y<<~ D 
the logarithm in (25) can be expanded. As a result, when (26) is valid, we have the following 
formula: 
y+e w+R= ~ exp-~- -1  . (2~') 
Since the density of particles is determined by the expression 
J--.=~ 
The function • is determined from the condition J(t = O) = Jo: 
We also introduce a variable 
O=y+~ w+.~ 
and, using (26), we obtmn 
O= coP~ e exp--~--1 . 
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Solving this equality for y 
D ( _Co/~ 
y=~ln  1 + (1--~-) 
and using the governing relation (28), we obtain an explicit form for the function 
~(O)=Jo Ro+/~ln  1+ ) /  /~+1 
If we assume in the last relation that 
O=/~t+Co/~ exp~- I  , 
we obtain an explicit time and space dependence of the density of particles 
Coei~/D 
, :  + R+ oo.,. , ,o.+... ,o 
(.o R+ 
The flux of particles W = (-Wo, O, O) = ( - Jw,  0, 0) is expressed by the formula 
W°=J°-~--e-ltYlD[R°+(Dl~ioln(~t+eltitlD)]UR+Ri+Dll(c°DR>eailD.4- Rt" +y) 2 R-I- ~e-Rvl D 
This formula makes it possible to calculate the flux of particles onto the bubble surface in the 
approximation A >> 1 
[ 
~' (.o + s,,)' <o~i~ +,  
For the characteristic values of [1], eco/D ,'-, 105, we have 
[ 1 1 Wo(y = o) = JoR 1 + R~t/D + D~ @°6) " 
The integral flux in the time t per unit surface of the bubble is equal to 
Wodt=JoR t+~In  I+  t 
This formula shows that the flux consists of two parts: the first part is due to the running of 
the expanding bubble boundary on particles, the second part is associated with the competition 
between diffusion and the driving force which is caused by adsorption effects. Plots of spatial 
distribution of the flux of particles onto the bubble surface are presented in Figures 1 and 2. At 
large values of A and positive velocities of the bubble-melt interface, a characteristic flux ]~Jo 
can be separated. It is associated with the running of the boundary on particles. At ¢colD > 1, 
the flux Wo > ]~Jo (Figure 1). Provided the condition 6co/D < 1 is satisfied, the flux of 
particles onto the bubble surface Wo < RJo (Figure 2). In both cases, the flux is maximal on 
the bubble boundary. To estimate the flux of particles, it is necessary to know the variation rate 
of the bubble radius. It can be estimated only from the solution of a macroscopic hydrodynamic 
problem, which determines large-scaie motions of the bubble medium. Figures 1 and 2 show the 
plot of the function 
Wo ( _~ CoCR2t~ ae_xl/a + l/(~'+eX ) ~oR=G<, x= ,r=---~--]= l / a  +e_  x , 
where a = Coe/D; ~ = coeR2t/D 2= 1; x = RylD. 
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4. FLUX OF  PART ICLES ONTO THE BUBBLE SURFACE 
AT  H IGH NEGATIVE  VELOCIT IES  
OF  THE BUBBLE BOUNDARY (A >> 1, Co~/D < 1) 
In hydrodynamic convective motions of a bubble medium the radii of bubbles can decrease in 
size, which corresponds in (1) to negative velocities V - -]~ of the boundary r = /~(t). The 
quantity u which governs the velocity of particles 
~2k2woc2 (~)2 
w= 4m------~ u 2 ~c ' 
is determined in this case by the equation 
c~2~ ~u 4m2V~ 
c'-~ + -~c + Dwo~2k 2 u = O. 
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If c. is defined by the relation 
Dwo~2k 2
c. = 16m2Ve ,
the equation 
02U 0U U cy~ + ~ + ~g:~. =o, 
by the change of variable 
~= V~,' 
is transformed into 
~o~ o~ 
0~2 + g~ + ~u = 0 
The solution to this equation is expressed in terms of Bessel functions, 
u = ClJo(~) + C2Yo(~) 
with 
¢2k2wo c 1 {0"~ 2 
w = 16m---- T c. u s " - - ' \  0~ ] " 
The gradient of concentration is determined, as a function of concentration, by the dependence 
Oc Vc[J~o(~) + (C2/C1) Y'(~)] 2 
0"~ = -D  [Jo(~) + (C2/Cl)Yo(0] 2 '  (31) 
C2/CI is included in equation (31) as a constant of integration. It should be chosen under the 
condition that in the limit the solution to (31) at V --* 0 is a known solution [1]. If we use the 
asymptotic expressions of Bessel functions 
~2 
Jo(~) = 1 -  -~- +- - . ,  
J1 . . . .  + ' " ,  
2 16 
Yo(¢)= Jo({) In +C,  +g-~-+. . . ,  
Yl=-lr--~ + gl({) In +C,  +. . . ,  
Ce = 0.5772156 . . . .  
the passage to the limit of ~/= 0 is possible with 
C2 = _ r /2  (32) 
C1 In Av/" ~ + C~" 
Thus, relations (31), (32) are equations which describe variation of the surfactant concentration 
in the vicinity of the bubble with a constant negative velocity of its boundary. Integration of (31) 
is not possible. At A --. co, however, considerable simplifications are possible. If we use the 
asymptotic expressions of Bessel functions at large values of the argument 
Jo= cos ~-~ , Yo= sin ~-~ , 
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simple calculations make it possible to obtain the asymptotic form of the equation 
ac V sin2 (V /~-~+G°)  
oy - (33) 
~/2 
Go = arctg In ~ + C~ - 4" 
In the variables G, equation (33) can be written in a simplified form 
0 G V G sin2 (G -t- Go) (34) 
0"y = - -~  COS 2 (G Jr Go)' 
or 
cos 2Gd~_ Vy 
sin 2 ~ ~ 2D + const. (35) 
With the use of the integral value 
COS ~ COS 
sin2 ~ d~ = -~ - sin~' 
expression (35) can be transformed 
/ / cos, d~ lcos ,  COS 2 ~ d~ n u ~2 = 1 -- In ~. (36) 
sin 2 ~ ~ sin G ~ sin 
The second integral in the left-hand side of (36) in the approximation A >> 1 can be excluded 
from further consideration. This makes it possible to integrate quation (35) 
Yy lln~+ 1 r c~ocos(~)  cos (v /~+~o)]  
. (37) 
The constant of integration is chosen under the condition 
¢(y = 0) = V~. 
The expression (37) includes the periodic function 
the argument of which takes the maximal value ~ + ~o at the concentration value c = Co. Thus 
the entire domain of values of the quantity Cv/~o is divided into zones. If the concentration is 
maximal, the argument of the function takes the value Go + v~.  The function has the number 
of periods k. which is equal to the maximal integer of (~o + V~)/Ir 
k. = ~° -~v~ . (38) 
Thus the lower boundary of the surfactant concentration g is determined by the condition 
A~A]F~ --- + Go = k.Tr. (39) 
V c. 
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The range of physical values of concentration is 
i 
Since the period of c tg (~)  is ~/v~ and reduces with increasing A, variations of the 
functions cv/~o and In(c/co) in the period are not considerable for the concentration range (40) 
in the considered limit. This makes it possible to simplify equation (37) and solve it for the 
concentration 
tg + ~o = 
ctg (~o +V/~)+ v~v,,2n 
Solving the obtained explicit dependence of the concentration the distance from the bubble 
surface, we obtain two formulas 
: ~ +-~ ~r + arctg ( ) , (41a) 
tg -1 2D ~/  
for 
2D 1 0<y_  
For 
2D 1 
Y-> v~Vtg  +~o 
We get 
k,~ - ~o 1 1 
= ~ + ~ arctg tg -t (V~ + ~o) + 2~ff-~Y-y" (41b) 
The velocity of particles is determined by the expression 
0c coeV 1 
w=-e~-~ ~ 0< < (42) [ ) y D 1 + tg -1 +~o + 2D ~J 
Formulas (41a) and (41b) are valid when the values of parameter A are such that 
ctg [v~ + ~o] < 0. 
At the values of A such that 
ctg [v/~ +,o] >0 
we have the inversion formula 
Vf~ k,~r - ~o 1 1 
= ~ + ~arctg  (V~" + ~o) + 2-~---DY-Y tg-1 
for all values of y. To determine the density of particles by the formulas J = A/r 2, (16), it is 
necessary to calculate the quantity 
¢- -y+e R+w R+w" 
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Using (42), we obtain 
2~co / dz 
~=Y+~' - "~ #+z 2, 
eCo Vv~. .  ~ ) /V~+~° ~ #=1 - --~-, z= 2D y+c~g 
If # > 0, we have 
) f dc 2ec. 2D v+ctg(v~+~o)  Y + ¢ --.~ + w - y + v ~  arctg vf i , (43) 
J = (w - y ) - I  [y + Ro - Yt] -2 
V2v~. VV~ ctg (V~ + ,o)v/'fi + 1 _ # arctg (V2--~D~Y + ctg (V~ + 'o) ) ] # v/'fi (44) ×,  - 2-b- -~t  + 2--b--~y + 
The unknown function is determined from the condition J (t  = 0) = Jo, which, provided (44) is 
taken into account, leads to the functional equation 
[Vv /~ . -  ctg (V~ + ~o)X/-fi 1 -# (-E~Y + ctg (V~ + ~°) ] ] 
* 2--D--~y + + arctg 
coeVD-1 2 
To solve this equation, it is necessary to solve the following transcendental equation: 
VV~ ctg (v~ + fo) Vrfi 1 ( V2--~D~ Y + ctg (~¢/~ +~°) ) 
8 = 2Dvf.fiy + + - # # arctg ~ ~ffi- (46) 
for the variable y. Equation (46) can be solved by correct matching of the two asymptotics 
at 8 --* 0 and 0 --* c¢. The iterative loop of solving the equation (46) by the scheme 
0 - x = 7 arctg x, (47) 
ctg (V~ + ~o) v~V 1 -# 
x= v/. fi + y, 7= 
controls the correctness ofmatching. 
It can be noted that at 
1 -# 
7=- -<1,  # 
the iterative loop by the scheme (47) always converges. In this case the two asymptotics are 
matched in accordance with the formula 
x = 0 - 7 arctg(O - 7 arctg 8). (48) 
Formula (45) takes the form 
2 [ ( 2Dvf i ctg (v/-D + ~o) -V + ~' i /#)  (49) o(e)=Jo Ro+~ ~:-  
x = 0 - 7 a rc tg(0  - 7 a rc tg  0) .  
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Formulas (49) and (48) determine • explicitly. For the case of time dependent function ~(0), we 
have 
( v~V 2.. ..Vv~ ctg (V~ + ~O)V~ + 1 - # arctg [ V2--~D~Y +ctg (V~ + ~°) ] ) #  V~ 
@ 2D.~u t + 2--D-~u.~y + 
2 (50) 
=Jo P~ +~-V x -  X2 
where the variable x has the value 
Vv/~ ctg (v~ +~o) 1 -# v2-~y + ctg (v~ +{o) v~V2t + ~ y  + + arctg 
x= 2Dv~ v~ # 
vr~V 2 Vv/~ ctg (v/~+'o)v/_fi 1 ~ arctg[ v2-~y + ctg (v/'~ + ~-°) ] V r  fi -~/arctg - ~ t  + ~y+ ~- (51) 
_Tarctg I v~V2 t Vv~ ctg(v/~+~°){_l - arctg[. 
- 2--~--~ + 2--D--~ + v~ , 
Thus, the density of particles for the case when the velocity of the boundary is negative at 
# = 1 - coe/D > 1/2 is determined by the dependence 
J = Jo -1 + 7~' ~/Av J'~ (52) 
l+[ctg(~/~+~o)]2 (y -{- P~o - Vt )  2 ' 
where x is determined by formula (51). The steady-state v locity of particles i  determined by 
the formula 
coeV 1 
-- 1+ (ct  + + 
It is seen from Figure 3 that particles do not gather on the bubble surface, but there appears 
an N-wave. It forms an aureole of particles in close proximity to the bubble surface. For the case 
7 > 1, the iterative loop should be constructed in another way. In this case the solution has the 
following form. We determine 0. from the equation 
0. = 7 arctg 0.. (54) 
This equation always has a root. For the equation 
ctg (V~ + ~o) v~V 
0 = x + 7 a rc tg  x ,  x = v'-fi + ~ y 
inversion formulas can be obtained in a similar way: 
x = tg - ~ tg , 0 < 0., (55) 
x = 0 - 7 arctg(0 - 7arctg0), 0 > 0, .  (56) 
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Figure 3. 
Consequently, in the case 8 < 9,, the density of particles is determined by formula (52), in which 
we set 
x=tg  - 2 D vZ.fi t + ~ y + v"fi 
1-  ( V2-~DAY + ctg (V~ +'o) 
(57) 
1 [1 (  v~V 2. VV~ c tg(v~+~o)  
- - tg t + + 
1-# 2D" ctg (V/~ ~o) 
+ arctg 
The velocity w is expressed by formula (53). The case 0 > 0. is totally determined by formu- 
las (52) and (53). 
5. FLUX OF  PART ICLES  ONTO THE BUBBLE AT  NEGATIVE  
VELOCIT IES  OF  THE BOUNDARY (A >> 1, Coe/D > 1) 
The last result has been obtained for the case co6/D < 1. In the case coulD > 1, the integral 
dc 
Y+¢ w+tt' 
which determines the behavior of the density of particles in time is of logarithmic character. To 
see this, let 
CoG _//2. /~= i - - -~-  = 
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In this case we have 
dc 2eCo f dz 
y+e w+R =Y+~-~Jz2- -u  2 
~Co (z - v) 2 (58) = Y + 2uV----~ In (z + u) 2 
ec° ( 2~Y + ctg (v~ +~o) -v )  2 
=y+~ln  
There always exist A at which the function ctg(v~ + ~o) changes its sign on the interval 
[rk., V~ + ~o]. In this case, the function under the sign of logarithm in (58) has the two 
singularities y. and y**. The behavior of this function on the interval [y., y**] is of special 
interest, because the density of particles is determined by the relation 
J = (y  - v t  + p~)2 (w - v )2 '  (59) 
coeV 1 
W_.~ - -  
D l+(c tg(v~+~o)+ 2_~DVy) 2" 
We write the unknown function ¢ in the form 
¢~=¢ [ v~V2 t + VV~ 1 +u 2 (2"2"~DVy + ctg ( V~ +,o) - -u )  21 (60) 
-2D --5-J--Y* ~ In (.~y + ctg (v~ +,o) +.)' j " 
An analysis hows that in the range of values of the spatial variable y E [y., y**], it can be 
represented in a good qualitative and numerical agreement by the formula 
[ ~V 2. l÷U'in(~y+ctg(~+'o)-U) 2] 
#~=¢-2Dvr f i t%~ ( 2_2_~bKy%ctg(v~+,o)+u)2J " 
Since the function ¢ is unknown, we represent i in the form 
(e_a, 2"~Y ÷ctg (V~ + 'o) -u )  v V~V'  (61) 
°-- k ; :  ' ÷'' " 
We determine the function • from (61) from the condition of uniform distribution of particles at 
the initial instant of time 
J(t = 0) = Jo. (62) 
In this case, the following function is determined from (59) and (62): 
z= 2D 
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If we take 
Z- -V  
0 - - - - - - -  
Z+V'  
we obtain the functional dependence 
2 
We assume that 
0 _-- e_atz  -- I/ 
z+v"  
As a result we obtain the function ~, and, as a consequence, the density of particles moving 
towards the bubble surface in the concentration field 
1 +~2~-1 
---Jjo =(Ro-Vt+y) -2  - l+ l+z  2] 
× P~-  yv~a _(z + ~) + e_ . , (z_  ~)/ (63) 
[-1 + (1 + v 2) [ - ( z+v)+e-at (z -v ) ]2  ] 
x 
( - ( z  + v) + e-at(z - v)) 2 + v 2 ((z + v) + e-ae(z - v)) 2 
$ 
The function J = J(z, t) has a maximum at the point z = -v.  Calculating the density of particles 
at this point as a function of time, we have 
1 v v~V 2 
~o(z  = -v )  = - = v = - 
et/r, 1. 
r 1 -~v 2 D ' 
The characteristic time of the density increase of particles decreases with increasing velocity of 
the bubble boundary in accordance with the law 
"r ~ V -5/2.  
The coordinate ~of the maximal density of particles is 
[ 
The dimension of V/D coincides with the dimension of the coordinate y. Since the function 
c tg(v~ + ~o) can take values in the interval [-c¢, +c¢], the coordinate of the maximal value of 
particle density can vary in a wide range. For ~ near the bubble surface, formula (63) is simplified 
J ( - I  + i + V2~ --I 
[-(z + ~) + e-a'(~ - ~)]2 
-1  + (1 + v 5) ( - ( z  + v) + e -a t (z  - v) ) 5 + v 5 ( (z + v) + e-atCz - v)) 2 
and makes it possible to calculate the flux of particles W = ( -w  J, O, O) = (-Wo, 00), in the 
vicinity of the bubble. 
l+v"~ -1 
Wo = v& -1 + TTDz2] 
[ [-(z + ~) + e - ' t ( z -  ~)]2 ] 
-1 + (1 + ,,5) ( - (z  + ~,) + e-"(~ - ,,))5 + ,,5 ((~ + v) + e-a,(~ - ~,))2 • 
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Figure 5. 
It should also be noted that the maximal value of the flux of particles grows exponentially in
time with the characteristic ncrement u = v~V2/2D 
The presented quantity can be considered as the flux of particles onto the bubble surface. The 
two values of the flux Wo for the two characteristic nondimensional times t -- ~- and t --- 3r 
are presented in Figures 4 and 5. The exponential growth of the maximal value of the flux 
with time can be seen. In this case considerable absorption of particles is involved. It should 
be remembered, however, that when the maximal value of the flux is on the bubble surface, the 
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absorption is immediate. In this situation we deal with an aureole of particles which forms around 
the bubble. And, certainly, there arise problems of stability and further behavior of the aureole, 
when a macroscopic situation leads to a change of the regime of motion of the bubble radius. 
The consideration of the motion of particles onto the bubble surface has shown that when the 
bubble surface is moving, the character of absorption of particles by the bubble surface depends 
on the sign of the velocity of motion of the bubble boundary. Besides, the effect of absorption of 
particles is extremely sensitive to the parameters of the problem: the sign and magnitude of the 
velocity of motion of the bubble boundary. 
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